Microsoft Dynamics for Plastic Industry

The plastics manufacturing industry is complex and growing. It faces numerous challenges such as
stringent compliance and regulatory issues, rising environment concerns, increases energy cost, and
shrinking profitability. A large number and variation of clients, distributors, brokers and vendors,
minimal margins, and a highly fragmented market have resulted in many complexities to achieve
economies of scale. Having the right products, equipment and people in place at the right time is
vital to maximize capital utilization and reduce operational expenditure.
Whether the process involves extrusion, injection
molding, thermoforming or some other technique,
this industry has unique requirements from order to
sale. To continually meet the demands and
standards, plastic industry requires a standard and
comprehensive business solution.
Microsoft Dynamics ERP provides you with a single,
flexible platform linking together production,
inventory control, customer service and order
processing. It is a fully integrated system which
helps you streamline operations, improve
production, reduce costs and enable real-time
visibility into costs, processes, information and
metrics. And, it accurately handles your complex
buying network with intricate discounts, rebates and
commissions to properly motivate and influence
these buying groups.

AN OPTIMAL SOLUTION FOR:
Microsoft Dynamics ERP comprises of
various modules designed especially for
the business needs of plastic industry.
Dynamics ERP is optimal for these
functions:












Extrusion
Casting
Blow Molding
Film & Sheet
Injection Molding
Fabrication
Pipe/Profile/Tubing
Mold/Toolmakers
Foaming
Recycling
Thermoforming
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Microsoft Dynamics for Plastic Industry
Intech’s ERP solution for Plastic Industry

The Microsoft Dynamics Advantage

Built on the Microsoft Dynamics ERP platform, Intech
developed an industry-specific solution for Plastic
industry. Our solution is a powerful, flexible, low-cost
and customizable as per your needs. Our plastic industry
vertical has the following features:
Better visibility and accurate cost information to

Customer is the king. Today, they expect more for
less and to fulfill this desire, you should make your
business processes as efficient as possible so that you
too don’t incur any losses. Microsoft Dynamics ERP is
a full-fledge business solution that has following
advantages over other software:

enable better, profitable quoting






Flexible price, rebate and commission structures



Unit of Measure flexibility



Ability to restrict visibility into pricing and costs at
product level

A standard yet customizable solution to fit to
your company's specific needs



Enabling back office to handle more volume with
less staff thus reducing admin cost



Any time any device access to get business status



Multiple level BOM support



Scrap Management



Formula Management



Co-products and by-products management



Lot Traceability and controls to support complete

errors by automating previously manual

history and audit

processes

With our Sure Step Methodology, we make sure that
your time, money and efforts in implementing a global
ERP solution are minimized.

and insights on-the-go


Manage multiple languages, currencies &
country reporting requirements





Increase efficiency, reduce costs & minimize

Shorter billing cycles by integrating field tickets
with invoicing



Manage growth and expansion more effectively



Economical solution with lesser implementation
time and cost
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